The effect of humidity on sensitivity of amine detection in ion mobility spectrometry.
Vaporized water molecules are unavoidably present in every ion mobility spectrometry (IMS) measurement. In general, this humidity is seen in positive mode IMS-spectra as protonated water clusters producing reactant ions. Clusters containing water molecules are also abundant among ions generated by an analyte. In this paper the influence of humidity on IMS-spectra was systematically investigated and determined by measuring different concentrations of a selected amine at various levels of humidity. The selected amine, trimethylamine (TMA), was chosen as the model analyte due to its atmospheric importance. During the measurements, surplus water vapor was introduced into the drift section inside the IMS instrument; the concentrations of both amine and water were adjusted by controlling the gas flows. The simultaneous presence of water vapor and analyte at various predefined concentrations revealed the sensitivity of the IMS-technique to water and the effect of moisture on the ion mobility distribution. The results indicated that the existence, positions and shapes of the peaks are strongly dependent on the amount of moisture. However, the sensitivity of detection is weakly dependent on humidity if this detection is based on monomer ion peak or the sum of peaks generated by the analyte, In addition, the main principles of the adjustment of sample and water concentrations are presented here.